Abstract. The smart-house technology aims to increase home automation for personal comfort, security, and reduced energy consumption. The approach that has been done is direct control over smart home devices, this approach needs fixed IP. Unfortunately to use fixed IP need expensive cost. and in the case of multiple smart homes, it also makes multiple expensive costs. This paper purpose the method to create a smart home controlling and monitoring system with lower cost, and in the case multiple smart homes cost still not grow up. This paper purpose new approach with using database replication. The Result of this research is can make online multiple smart homes, and easy to access with HTTP and www.
Introduction
Smart home or called a smart house is a home that combines an advanced automation system to provide the inhabitants with sophisticated monitoring and control over the building's functions. For example, a smart home may control lighting, temperature, multi-media, security, window and door operations, as well as many other functions. Nowadays, the smart home is the integration of technology and services through home networking [1] [2] [3], using smart home technology then easily do online home controlling [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . To make online home controlling, smart home need equip with the hardware such as a microcontroller, sensor, and actuator [4] [9] [10] [11] . so the home can do remote control [12] [13]and act intelligent monitoring [14] from the remote location. A major focus in technology of smart home is security [15] The approach that has been done is direct control over smart home devices [23] [24] [25] , the solution can apply the direct control is using fixed IP. But using DDNS [26] should provide extra cost, especially cost for remote control. This paper purpose to the new approach of using database replication. Database replication is made replicas of a user and synchronizes with the Design Master on a network server [27] .
With this approach we can control and monitor multiple smart home server on single web services, also it can easy to access from the remote location using www on HTTP services.
The concept of Replication
Represents the process of sharing information to ensure consistency between redundant resources. database replication is the same store on multiple storage devices, or computation replication if the executed many times. Replication represents the process of sharing information to ensure consistency between redundant resources. data replication is the same data stored on multiple storage devices, or computing replication if the same computing task is executed many times.
Database replication is the duplicate process on multiple instances of the same database and the process of sharing data or database design changes between databases in different locations [27] .
Non-Direct Multiple Smart Home Controlling Method

Smart home database replication
This paper is a purpose to use database replication method for smart home controlling and monitoring system. The concept is how the smart home server gets the command from the user.
This method is reverse from direct controlling, also know by the non-direct controlling system. A smart-home server gets a command from the local database, and local database makes sharing data or duplicates database data from the online database, in the online database user make command and keep that command data in the online database. It is Show in Fig 1. 
Smart home non-direct controlling approach
Non-Direct Controlling is the user not directly control smart home, but user need to change the online master database, that master database will synchronize to the local database, and the local database gets the command controlling from a user. It's Show in Fig 2 and 
Multiple Smart Home Server Controlling
With the concept of database replication, its cheaps and easy to make multiple smart homes going online, every smart home will give the different id. So the user can access smart home separately using a single online master database. It will save much cost because just need a single online database. It's Show in Fig 4. 
Multiple Smart Home Controlling System Implementation
Implementation of the Multiple Smart Home Controlling System is applied to web-based applications using PHP Web Programming and MySQL Database. this application creates permission for each user to control their own smart home. It's shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 .
From the login page, we should insert a username and password. If the username and password correctly, so we can enter the monitoring control form. Figure 6 is the controlling and monitoring page that used to look condition status port ON or OFF. There is eight port on the controlling and monitoring page and we can monitor the status port of the electronic equipment. The first port can be used for the first electronic equipment, and the second status port can be used for other electronic equipment. Next, we can click ON or OFF on the switch. The handle switch on the down position so-called ON. In Fig. 6 down position have a green color. The handle switch on the up position is indicated OFF and have a red color. The switch that has a status port = ON can imagine with the yellow lamp, and the opposite status port is OFF, describe with the white lamp. In this page, we can read any information such as long days of the post already ON and so information about when the port was OFF. example base on the Fig.6 on status port 1 = ON, and the information of already ON for 0 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes dan 0 seconds. And the last OFF on 30 th July 2018, at 12:07:57.
Conclusion
From the result of implementation Multiple Smart Home Controlling System, that's system can perform to online controlling hardware, controlling multiple smart homes can online simultaneously. With a single online database on web services. And make user easy to access with HTTP protocol. This method had a weakness is local database server must access the online database continues every second to checking data change on the online database. Another weakness is if the online database is had a problem, it directly influence all smart home controlling system.
